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PROPOSED PERFORMANCE AND LISTING CRITERIA 

FOR PROFESSIONAL RADON MEASUREMENT DEVICES 

Michael LaFontaine, P. Phys. – C-NRPP Lead Auditor, Technical Evaluations and QA 

Canadian National Radon Proficiency Program 

devicelisting@c-nrpp.ca or physics@execulink.com 

Abstract 

The recent commissioning of the Canadian National Radon Chamber at the Radiation Safety 

Institute of Canada, marked a major milestone for the Canadian National Radon Proficiency 

Program. The Canadian chamber will facilitate domestic radon measurement performance testing 

for C-NRPP listed radon professionals. It will also serve as the national radon chamber for 

professional radon measurement device testing to be used by manufacturers worldwide wishing 

to have their devices listed by C-NRPP for use in Canada. 

This paper discusses proposed performance and listing criteria for manufacturers of professional 

radon measurement devices. In-chamber test proposals and performance requirements for alpha 

track and electret ion chamber devices are presented; as are “dynamic” tests and performance 

requirements for continuous radon monitors and electronic integrating devices. 

Introduction 

In late 2016, the Canadian – National Radon Proficiency Program (C-NRPP) began development of 

their “Professional Radon Measurement Device Listing” program in anticipation of 

commissioning of the Canadian National Radon Chamber. The initial goals were: 

• Develop device performance specifications and technical specification sheet guidelines /

content.

• Develop a Professional Radon Measurement Device Listing Implementation and Review

Manual.

Extracts from the draft Manual follow. 
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Terms and Definitions 

C-NRPP (Canadian – National Radon Proficiency Program) is an independent certification and 

accreditation program designed to establish guidelines for radon professionals and measurement 

device manufacturers serving the Canadian marketplace. 

COV (Coefficient of Variation) - COV is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of Identical 

Devices under test (SD or σ) at a mean value of radon concentration as measured in the reference 

radon chamber, divided by the mean value of radon concentration as measured by the individual 

Identical Devices under test (μD). For example, the mean value of radon concentration measured in 

the reference radon chamber = 220 Bq/m3, three Identical Devices produce measurements of: 228, 

235 and 225 Bq/m3; therefore, σ = 4.19, and μD = 229.33, so σ/ μD = 4.19/229.33 = 0.02 (device 

satisfies PASS criteria of COV ≤ 0.15). 

CRM (Continuous Radon Monitor) – A CRM is an electronic radon measuring/monitoring device; 

for C-NRPP listing it must: a) have a measurement or dynamic range of 20 to 7,400 Bq/m3 [0.5 to 

200 pCi/L] (minimum), and b) be able to store reviewable and downloadable, date and time-

stamped average radon concentration data in non-volatile memory. If applicable, it should have a 

battery power level indicator. 

DME (Device Mean Error) – DME is based on the 1989 methodology established at the Canada 

Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology’s (CANMET) National Radon/Thoron Test Facility, 

Elliot Lake, Ontario. Device Mean Error is defined as (the mean value of radon concentration, as 

measured by the Identical Devices under test (MD or μD), divided by the mean value of radon 

concentration as measured in the reference radon chamber (MC or μC) – 1); e.g., mean value of 

radon concentration measured in the reference radon chamber = 220 Bq/m3 = μC, and mean value 

of radon concentration as measured by the Identical Devices under test = 246 Bq/m3 = μD; 

therefore, (μD/μC) - 1= (246/220) -1 = 0.12 (device satisfies PASS criteria of DME being within ± 

0.20 of radon reference chamber mean value radon concentration). 

Dixon Criterion – A statistical method for dealing with outliers based on three or more 

measurements, and in the case of radon, made in nominally the same physical location, and during 

conditions of equivalent temporal, seasonal, and environmental conditions. See Appendix I. 

EID (Electronic Integrating Device) – An EID is an electronic radon measuring/monitoring device; 

for C-NRPP listing it must: a) have a measurement or dynamic range of 20 to 3,700 Bq/m3 [0.5 to 

100 pCi/L] (minimum), and b) be able to store reviewable and downloadable, date and time-

stamped average radon concentration data in non-volatile memory. If applicable, it should have a 

battery power level indicator. 

EMI (ElectroMagnetic Interference) - A disruption in the normal operation of an electronic device 

due to induced electromagnetic behaviour or electromagnetic radiation generated by an external 

source. 

ESD (ElectroStatic Discharge) - The transfer of electric charge between objects bearing different 

electrostatic potentials (voltages) as a result of direct contact or close proximity to one another. 
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Identical Devices - Devices produced by the same Manufacturer using the same production and 

quality control procedures, processes, component parts and sub-assemblies. 

IMQP (Integrated Manufacturing and Quality Plan) Chart - A pictorial presentation of all 

manufacturing and QC steps involved (in sequence) from Receiving Inspection of components 

through to final QC Function Test of the TTU. 

Individual Mean Errors (IMEs) - The mean value of radon concentration, as measured by the 

Identical Devices under test (MD or μD), divided by the mean value of radon concentration as 

measured in the reference radon chamber (MC or μC) – 1) at low and high Rn concentrations times 

100, i.e., ((MD/MC) – 1) x 100. Equivalent to Device Mean Error. 

Percent Non-Linearity - (for low to high Rn concentration) is the percent difference of the mean 

Individual Mean Errors (IMEs) for Identical Devices under test, e.g., mean IME (low radon conc.) = 

0.18, mean IME (high radon conc.) = 0.15, therefore, (mean IME (low radon conc.) - mean IME 

(high radon conc.)) x 100 = (0.18 - 0.15) x 100 = 3% (device satisfies PASS criteria of percent non-

linearity ≤ 15%). 

QA (Quality Assurance) - A program which has been established to monitor and evaluate activities, 

including the establishment and adherence to Type Testing procedures, use of proper 

documentation, and implementation of a Quality Improvement Program, as required to ensure high 

standards of quality have been met. 

QC (Quality Control) – An ongoing system of measurements conducted to ensure a testing device 

meets pre-established performance standards; these measurements include background radiation, 

response to known radon concentrations, and sound levels. 

Reference Radon Calibration Chamber - A radon test facility (often called a “radon chamber”) 

which provides a standard test atmosphere for radon concentration measurement and has been 

accepted by the listing agency. The chamber provides sufficient size, configuration, radon 

concentration range, and radon concentration controls that testing may be conducted in a radon-in-

air atmosphere that is stable or can vary under controls (increasing or decreasing) with precision that 

exceeds the precision of the device being tested. In the context of this paper, the reference radon 

calibration chamber refers to the National Radon Chamber in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada; 

owned and operated by the Radiation Safety Institute of Canada. 

SARA (Submit for Agency Review and Approval) Documents  – Those Manufacturer’s documents 

which have to be submitted to C-NRPP for listing compliance review and approval. 

TTU (Type Test Unit) - A device provided by the manufacturer for type testing. The TTU is 

manufactured at the same facility, using the same personnel, procedures, equipment, and 

components/materials as the commercial units provided for homeowners at large. 

Type Testing - A series of tests performed to qualify the design and performance of the device 

addressed by this protocol. Type Tests are performed on a single unit provided by the manufacturer 
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for this purpose as being representative of the device to be qualified. 

C-NRPP Specifications for Professional Radon Measurement Devices

The design specifications set forth in C-NRPPs proposed “Professional Radon Measurement Device 

Listing Requirements,” are summarized as shown in Figure (1). 

Figure (1): Specification Summary 

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY CHART 

AC Power Input – if applicable (electronic devices only): 
Voltage 
Frequency 

115 VAC ± 15VAC 
60 Hz ± 3Hz 

Ambient Temperature Range (all measurement device types) 
10 – 30ºC (21°C typ.) 
50 – 86°F (70°F typ.) 

Relative Humidity (all measurement device types) 
Up to 75% 
(non-condensing) 

Pressure (all measurement device types) 
101.325 kPa 
1 atm or about 30” Hg 

Electro-magnetic Interference (electronic measurement device types) 
- Electrostatic discharge (CEI IEC 61000-4-2), operator/user

interference, 8kV contact
- Cell phone interference (see Note 1), 5 call initiations at 60

second intervals 100 mm (about 4”) from the face of the TTU
(see Note 2), and repeated at a distance of 100 mm from the top
horizontal surface of the TTU

≤ 20% error 

≤ 20% error 

Radon Measurement Accuracy (all measurement device types) ± 20% error 

Notes: 

1. Typical cell phone operating frequencies range from 850 MHz to 1.9 GHz.

2. TTU = "Type Test Unit."

The Listing Process 

The Listing Process is presented graphically in Figure (2) which follows. Please check http://c-

nrpp.ca for updated Listing Application Fees and Requirements. Note: Manufacturer 

documentation submitted to C-NRPP in support of a Professional Radon Measurement Device 

listing application shall be maintained in confidence by C-NRPP as “Proprietary Information” 

specific to the providing Manufacturer ONLY. C-NRPP will execute a Non-Disclosure Agreement 

with the Manufacturer prior to the submission of any Manufacturer documents to C-NRPP.
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Figure (2): The Device Listing Sequence 
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The Manufacturer’s QA Manual 

The Professional Radon Measurement Device Manufacturer must submit a current copy of their 

Quality Assurance Manual along with their listing application, application fee, and other required 

SARA documents. 

The QA Manual shall include: 

• a statement of Management’s quality policy and commitment to the quality

assurance program as described therein,

• clearly defined areas of authority and responsibility pertaining to review and

approval regarding document and design control,

• a list of the quality objectives,

• specifics regarding document and design control

o document and part numbering scheme,

o document generation and revision process,

o document review and approval responsibilities,

o preparation and control of the master document list or document status chart,

o responsibilities for document control,

o document storage and security,

• procedures addressing non-conformance and corrective action,

• a description of the process for internal audits.

The QA Manual shall also specify the requirements for: 

• Manufacturing procedures,

• Quality Control procedures (including function test procedures, type test procedures,

sampling plans, and receiving inspections, e.g., visual, dimensional, measurement of

critical parameters and comparison to technical specifications such as capacitance

and tolerance for capacitors),

• Commercial Dedication Plan - a method for validating the use of commercial off-

the-shelf components for use in a professional radon measurement device,

• Disposition of rejects,

• Design specifications,

• Assembly drawings and schematics (as applicable),

• Operation manuals,

• Test reports and other documents pertaining to the Professional Radon Measurement

Device.

SARA Documents 

In addition to the QA Manual, the Professional Radon Measurement Device Manufacture has to 

provide C-NRPP with the following SARA Documents at time of listing application: 
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• General Assembly Drawing – see Figure (3)

o usually presented as an “exploded view” or isometric view drawing which

depicts the relationship of all component parts and sub-assemblies within the

device, to one another

o components and sub-assemblies usually numbered from left to right and

from top to bottom using a numeric or alpha-numeric format

o numbers used are cross-referenced to an associated Parts List (either

appearing on the same sheet as the General Assembly or on a separate sheet

of a multi-sheet drawing),

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the Preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), the Draftsperson, the Technical Check (independent

cognizant design authority), Quality Assurance review and approval

designate, and Engineering or Management approval designate,

o shall also bear a title, document and revision number which must match the

information appearing on the Document Status Chart (not submitted to C-

NRPP).

Figure (3): Typical CRM or EID General Assembly Drawing and Bills of Material Relationship 
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• Bills of Material (General Assembly, Printed Circuit Board(s), Sub-Assembly)

o a comprehensive list of all parts/components/materials required to build an

associated assembly. A Bill of Material for a complete product or device

usually lists sub-assemblies as component parts of the main assembly or

complete product.

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the Preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), Quality Assurance review and approval designate, and

Engineering or Management approval designate,

o shall bear a title, document and revision number, and list the assembly

number it is associated with.

• Schematic(s)

o a graphical representation of the electronic circuit associated with a specific

printed circuit assembly,

o components are represented by graphic symbols consistent with IEC 60617

- Graphical Symbols for Diagrams and/or  IEEE STD 315- Graphic Symbols

for Electrical and Electronics Diagrams,

o shall have an associated Parts List (either appearing on the same sheet as the

schematic or on a separate sheet of a large multi-sheet schematic),

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the Preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), the Draftsperson, the Technical Check (independent

cognizant electronic design authority), Quality Assurance review and

approval designate, and Engineering or Management approval designate,

o shall also bear a title, and document and revision number.

• Inspection and Test Plan

o a report-style document which typically contains: sections outlining

document purpose, scope, references, integrated manufacturing and quality

plan, sub-contracted services, characteristics to be inspected, test equipment

identification and calibration records, jurisdiction and customer hold/witness

points (if applicable), sampling plan, quality level, and workmanship

standards.

• IMQP Chart

o a pictorial presentation of all manufacturing and QC steps involved (in

sequence) from Receiving Inspection of components through to final QC

Function Test of the TTU. As shown in Figure (4), references to “(QC

Procedures)” are usually a list from QC-1 to QC-X (where X is the last

procedure). A related chart cross-references the QC numbers to the

manufacturer’s Quality Control procedures, e.g., QC-1 = Visual Inspection,

QC Proc. No. XXX Rev. XX.
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Figure (4): Typical IMQP Chart for CRMs 
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• Type Test Procedures

o apply to tests specific to the Type Test Unit only,

o shall be prepared for the: electrostatic discharge immunity test,

electromagnetic immunity test (cell phone), and radon measurement

accuracy performance test.

• User’s Operation Manual

o should provide the Radon Measurement Professional with all information

required for the proper operation and maintenance of the professional radon

measurement device,

o should specify location requirements for the device; and provide calibration

information specific to the professional radon measurement device.

On successful completion of C-NRPP Rn Chamber tests, the Professional Radon Measurement 

Device Manufacture has to provide C-NRPP with Technical and Performance Specifications for 

their device as per examples shown in Appendices II and III. 

C-NRPP Site Audits

C-NRPP audits of the Manufacturer (if necessary) shall be conducted in accordance with C-NRPP’s 

“The Implementation and Application Process for Professional Radon Measurement Device 

Manufacturers – Auditor’s Guide and Checklist.”  Finding types are detailed below. 

Major Non-Compliance Finding 

Major Non-Compliance Findings are those findings that could likely result in the delivery of a 

defective or non-compliant Professional Radon Measurement Device to the Radon Measurement 

Professional. These findings include but are not limited to: 

• missing or erroneous test records,

• use of unauthorized measurement or test equipment during device manufacture,

• undocumented testing,

• use of unapproved procedures, drawings or other documents,

• use of unapproved components or suppliers,

• missing documentation,

• occurrence of numerous minor non-compliance findings.

Minor Non-Compliance Finding 

Minor Non-Compliance Findings are those findings that would have a minimal risk in the delivery 

of a defective or non-compliant professional radon measurement device to the Radon Measurement 

Professional. These findings include but are not limited to: 

• use of a single piece of  measurement or test equipment beyond its calibration due date,

• use of an obsolete drawing or procedure,

• use of an unapproved or partially approved document (drawing, procedure, etc.),

• sub-standard documentation.
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The Canadian National Radon Chamber 

The Canadian National Radon Chamber is a 12 m3 [424 ft3] walk-in type; allowing for the 

simultaneous exposure of over 100 radon monitors. Its design and operating ranges (Sandowski, 

2017) are summarized in the following table: 

Control System Element Operating Range Design Range 

Chamber Rn Concentration 
148 Bq/m3 to 500 kBq/m3 

[4 pCi/L to 13,514 pCi/L] 

52 Bq/m3 to 500 kBq/m3 

[1.4 pCi/L to 13,514 pCi/L] 

Injection Circuit Flow Rate 
0 to 2 litres/minute 

[0 to 4.2 ft3/hour] 

0 to 10 litres/minute 

[0  to 21.2 ft3/hour] 

Exhaust Circuit Flow Rate 
0 to 10 litres/minute 

[0  to 21.2 ft3/hour] 

0 to 20 litres/minute 

[0  to 42.4 ft3/hour] 

Rise Times 12 hours to 27 days 6.4 hours to 27 days 

Note: 

Stable radon concentrations can be maintained between the above-listed ranges. See Figure (5). 

Typical (unmodified) environmental conditions inside the chamber (Sandowski, 2017) are as 

follows: 

Environmental Parameter Typical Test Condition 

Temperature 18 – 22 °C [64 – 72 °F] 

Relative Humidity 20 – 60% 

Atmospheric Pressure 
101 kPa (nominal) 

[1 atm (nominal)] 

Ambient Gamma Dose Rate 340 nSv/h [0.034 mrem/h] 

Note: 

Typical environmental conditions would only apply to performance testing of C-NRPP listed 

devices for Radon Measurement/Mitigating Professionals. 

In order to provide “worst case” test conditions to satisfy C-NRPP listing performance criteria 

for professional radon measurement devices, the following work-arounds have been proposed: 

1. Test Condition: low radon concentration (< 200 Bq/m3 [< 5 pCi/L]), high temperature,

high humidity - place portable convection heater(s) and humidifier(s) in the chamber,

establish target temperature 30°C (- 0°C / +5°C) [86°F (- 0°F / +9°F)] and target

humidity (70% or best value, non-condensing), install detectors and run low radon

concentration exposures.

2. Test Condition: high radon concentration (> 600 Bq/m3 [> 16 pCi/L]), low temperature

(20°C [68°F] typical), ambient humidity (55% typical), install detectors and run high

radon concentration exposures.
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Figure (5): C-NRPP Rn Chamber Stability (2017) 

C-NRPP Radon Chamber Test Protocols

The proposed C-NRPP radon chamber test protocols for professional radon measurement device 

listing purposes are summarized as follows: 

1. Low Temperature Static Test (ATDs and EICs): Three identical devices shall be exposed

(2 to 30 days exposure period) to high radon concentration (> 600 Bq/m3 [> 16 pCi/L]),

ambient temperature (20°C [68°F] typical), ambient humidity (55% typical).

Acceptance Criteria: Device Mean Error for radon concentration shall be within ± 0.20 of

chamber mean value radon concentration. Coefficient of Variation ≤ 0.15. Note: The

Dixon Criterion may be used in the event of a suspect reading from one of the devices.

2. High Temperature Static Test (ATDs and EICs): Three identical devices shall be exposed

(2 to 30 days exposure period) to low radon concentration (< 200 Bq/m3 [< 5 pCi/L]),

high temperature (30°C [86°F] typical), high humidity (70% or best value, non-

condensing).

Acceptance Criteria: Device Mean Error for radon concentration shall be within ± 0.20 of

chamber mean value radon concentration. Coefficient of Variation ≤ 0.15.  Note: The

Dixon Criterion may be used in the event of a suspect reading from one of the devices.
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3. % Non-Linearity (low to high radon concentration static tests for ATDs and EICs) shall

be ≤ 15%.

4. Dynamic Test - Tracking Accuracy (EIDs): The Type Test Unit shall be exposed (48

hours total exposure period typical) to stable conditions of low radon concentration (<

200 Bq/m3 [< 5 pCi/L]), high temperature (30°C [86°F]) typical, 70% nominal relative

humidity ( non-condensing); then the radon concentration increased to 1,000 Bq/m3.

Conditions will be allowed to stabilize and the high radon concentration benchmarked.

Heater(s) and humidifier(s) shall be turned off and radon concentration in the chamber

shall then be slowly increased to about 3,500 Bq/m3 [95 pCi/L] and once there, allowed

to drop down to ambient levels. The Tracking Accuracy test shall look at EID

performance during the transient from 1,000 Bq/m3 through to 3,500 Bq/m3 and down to

ambient. See Figure (6).

Acceptance Criteria: Device Mean Error for radon concentration shall be within ± 0.20 of 

chamber mean value radon concentration. Coefficient of Variation shall be ≤ 0.15 for 

each of low and high radon concentrations. % Non-Linearity (low to high radon 

concentration) shall be ≤ 15%. Tracking Accuracy device reading shall be within ± 0.20 

of chamber value (chamber value is defined as the mean radon concentration in the 

chamber during the period coinciding with the radon concentration averaging period of 

the device). 

5. Dynamic Test - Tracking Accuracy (CRMs): The Type Test Unit shall be exposed (48

hours total exposure period typical) to stable conditions of low radon concentration (<

200 Bq/m3 [< 5 pCi/L]), high temperature (30°C [86°F]) typical, 70% nominal relative

humidity (non-condensing); then the radon concentration increased to 1,000 Bq/m3.

Conditions will be allowed to stabilize and the high radon concentration benchmarked.

Heater(s) and humidifier(s) shall be turned off and radon concentration in the chamber

shall then be slowly increased to about 7,000 Bq/m3 [190 pCi/L] and once there, allowed

to drop down to ambient levels. The Tracking Accuracy test shall look at EID

performance during the transient from 1,000 Bq/m3 through to 7,000 Bq/m3 and down to

ambient.

Acceptance Criteria: Device Mean Error for radon concentration shall be within ± 0.20 of 

chamber mean value radon concentration. Coefficient of Variation shall be  ≤ 0.15 for 

each of low and high radon concentrations. % Non-Linearity (low to high radon 

concentration) shall be ≤ 15%. Tracking Accuracy device reading shall be within ± 0.20 

of chamber value (chamber value is defined as the mean radon concentration in the 

chamber during the period coinciding with the radon concentration averaging period of 

the device). 
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Figure (6): C-NRPP Radon Chamber Profile – Increasing/Decreasing Rn Concentration (2017) 

Summary 

The C-NRPP radon monitoring/measuring device listing program, represents an integrated 

device design qualification based on performance testing and C-NRPP review and approval of 

the Manufacturer’s QA Manual, design and document control policies, and SARA documents. 

Successful implementation of the program will: 

• Provide all Professional Radon Measurement Device Manufacturers with a uniform set of

performance and quality requirements for the Canadian marketplace.

• Ensure that radon measurement devices available to Radon Measurement Professionals

comply with performance standards and quality assurance requirements set in forth C-

NRPP’s “Professional Radon Measurement Device Listing Implementation and Review

Manual.”

• Provide a resource and reference guide for both Radon Measurement Professionals and

manufacturers of professional radon measurement devices.

• Provide Radon Measurement Professionals with a list of devices which comply with C-

NRPP’s requirements for professional radon measurement devices.

• Provide Radon Measurement Professionals with an on-line database of Technical

Specifications for C-NRPP-Approved Professional Radon Measurement Devices.
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Appendix I – Notes on the Use of the Dixon Criterion 

In regards to the statistical treatment of multiple radon measurements (initial/screening and 

follow-ups, duplicates, etc.) made in nominally the same physical location, and during conditions 

of equivalent temporal, seasonal, and environmental conditions; it is expected that those 

measurements will follow a normal distribution (Lodge, 1990). Should one of the resulting 

measurements differ noticeably from the mean of all the measurements, use of the Dixon 

Criterion is recommended to validate retention or rejection of the questionable result. 

For the cases of three, four, five, or six measurements, i.e., n = 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Dixon Criterion 

decision value at the 95% confidence level (one-sided test) is 0.941, 0.765, 0.642, and 0.560 

respectively. See ASTM E178-08 for values > n = 6. If the smallest measurement is suspected to 

be markedly lower than the others, then the Dixon Criterion is: (x2 - x1) / (xn - x1) where x1 to xn 

are the smallest to highest measurements respectively. 

If the largest radon measurement is suspected to be markedly higher than the others, then the 

Dixon Criterion is: (xn - xn-1) / (xn - x1) where again, x1 to xn are the smallest to highest 

measurements respectively. 

In either case, if the Dixon Criterion is greater than the associated decision value, reject the 

associated measurement and use the mean of the remaining measurements as the measured radon 

concentration value. 
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Appendix II – Sample Technical Specifications 

Alpha Track Detectors 

Note: C-NRPP recommends including a photo of the device and a brief written description 

which highlights features and applications/uses. 

DEVICE 

Name: 

Model No.: 

Where Manufactured: Country of origin. 

SENSOR 

Film Type: e.g., Cr-39 or Kodalpha type LR115 

Track Reading Area: e.g., 100 mm2 

Identification of Film: e.g., barcode, serial number 

Processing Method: e.g., NaOH etching bath, electrochemical etching 

CHAMBER (if applicable) 

Internal Chamber Volume: 

FILTER 

Type / Material:  

Dimensions (including thickness): 

MEASUREMENT 

Measurement Range: Bq/m3  

Sensitivity: tracks/cm2 per Bq-h/m3  

Track Counting Method: e.g., optical, CCD camera, digital image analysis

Lower Limit of Detection: Bq/m3 days 

% Detection Efficiency or Calibration Factor: 

Maximum Minimum Detectable Rn Concentration: Bq/m3 @ 90 days, @ 365 days 

Device Mean Error (DME): report actual value as listed on C-NRPP Professional 

Radon Measurement Device Listing Program test results 

Standard Deviation of Error:  

Normal or Recommended Exposure Duration: e.g., range of days 

Minimum Recommended Exposure Duration: e.g., days 

Maximum Recommended Exposure Duration: e.g., days 

% Uncertainty at Low (≤ 200 Bq/m3), Medium (> 200 ≤ 600 Bq/m3) and High (> 600 

Bq/m3) Rn Concentrations: (provide % Uncertainty values for 90 and 365 days 

exposures at the cited indoor radon concentrations) 

QUALITY CONTROL 

Internal (in-house) Test Results: 

External Test Results: (cite nature of test, date of test, test facility, and specific test 

results) 
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STORAGE LIFE / RE-READABILITY 

Storage Life of Processed Film:  

Re-Readability: e.g., unlimited over storage life 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: °C 

Relative Humidity: % RH non-condensing 

Barometric Pressure: kPa 

STORAGE ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: °C 

Relative Humidity: % RH non-condensing 

PHYSICAL 

Dimensions:   

Weight:   

Tamper Prevention or Detection Method:  

RESTRICTIONS / LIMITATIONS 

Identify any factors or parameters that may impact measurement accuracy. 

COMPLIANCE 

List any ANSI, ISO or other recognized standards the device complies with (and provide 

proof of compliance to C-NRPP). 

REFERENCES / EVALUATIONS 

List published papers, peer-reviewed presentations, independent studies and research, etc. 
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Appendix II – Sample Technical Specifications (continued) 

Electronic Integrating Devices 

Note: C-NRPP recommends including a photo of the device and a brief written description 

which highlights features and applications/uses. 

DEVICE 

Name: 

Model No.: 

Where Manufactured: Country of origin. 

SENSOR / CHAMBER 

Detector Type: e.g., ionization chamber, passive diffusion chamber, Si diode 

Chamber Volume (if applicable): total / active 

Air Supply: e.g., passive, forced air fan 

MEASUREMENT 

Measurement Range: Bq/m3 

Measurement Intervals: e.g., 15, 30, 60 minutes 

Sensitivity: cpm, cph or equivalent per Bq/m3

Lower Limit of Detection: Bq/m3 days 

% Detection Efficiency, Calibration Factor or Equivalent: 

Maximum Minimum Detectable Rn Concentration: Bq/m3 @ 48 hours 

Device Mean Error (DME): report actual value as listed on C-NRPP Professional 

Radon Measurement Device Listing Program test results 

Standard Deviation of Error: based on C-NRPP Professional Radon Measurement 

Device Listing Program test results 

Normal or Recommended Exposure Duration: e.g., hours, range of days 

Maximum Recommended Exposure Duration: e.g., hours, days 

% Uncertainty at Low (≤ 200 Bq/m3), Medium (> 200 ≤ 600 Bq/m3) and High (> 600 

Bq/m3) Rn Concentrations: (Provide % Uncertainty values for 48 hour exposures at the 

cited indoor radon concentrations.) 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: °C 

Relative Humidity: % RH non-condensing 

Barometric Pressure: kPa 

STORAGE ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: °C 

Relative Humidity: % RH non-condensing 

PHYSICAL 

Dimensions: 

Weight: 
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ELECTRONICS 

Response Time (10 to 90% total value): seconds or minutes 

Linearity: 

Display: e.g., number of digits, type (LCD, LED, OLED, etc.) 

User/Operator Controls: 

I/O: e.g., USB, IR, Bluetooth 

Power Supply: 

DATA RECORD STORAGE 

Radon Concentration Averaging Interval: 

Maximum Number of Records Stored: 

OTHER SENSORS (as applicable) 

Barometric Pressure: range and typical error 

Relative Humidity: range and typical error 

Temperature: range and typical error 

Tampering: sensor type and typical indication 

RESTRICTIONS / LIMITATIONS 

Identify any factors or parameters that may impact measurement accuracy. 

COMPLIANCE (Must meet Electromagnetic Compatibility requirements as per the C-NRPP 

Professional Radon Measurement Device Listing Implementation & Review Manual.) 

List any ANSI, ISO or other recognized standards the device complies with (and provide 

proof of compliance to C-NRPP). 

REFERENCES / EVALUATIONS 

List published papers, peer-reviewed presentations, independent studies and research, etc.
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Appendix III – Sample Performance Specifications 

Continuous Radon Monitors 

Device Description / Theory of Operation: 

Continuous radon monitors (CRMs) are electronic devices that detect and “count” alpha 

particles produced during the decay of radon (Rn-222) and/or its progeny polonium (Po-218, 

Po-214) within an internal ionization chamber or scintillation cell. In the context of these C-

NRPP Performance Specifications, a CRM must: a) have a measurement or dynamic range of 20 

to 7,400 Bq/m3 (minimum); and b) be able to store reviewable and downloadable, date and time-

stamped average radon concentration data in non-volatile memory. 

CRMs can be based on a number of different technologies, including but not limited to: 

• Passive radon (Rn) diffusion ionization chamber, ion-implanted Si diode and alpha

spectrometry,

• Active (an internal pump draws ambient air through a filtered inlet) Rn diffusion

ionization chamber, ion-implanted Si diode and alpha spectrometry,

• Passive pulsed Rn diffusion ionization chamber, open grid ionization probe,

• Active or passive scintillation cell (Lucas type)coupled to a photomultiplier tube,

• Active (an internal forced air fan or pump draws ambient air through a filtered inlet)

pulsed Rn diffusion ionization chamber, ion-implanted Si diode and alpha spectrometry,

• Passive Rn diffusion ionization chamber and diffused-junction photodiode.

C-NRPP Recommended Application(s):

1. Short term (48 to 96 hours) initial post-mitigation verification measurement (preferably

made during the heating season).

2. Short term (48 hours) radon measurement for real estate transactions.

MEASUREMENT 

Listing Measurement Accuracy: Device Mean Error (DME) shall be within ± 0.20 of 

chamber value (48 hours (typ.) exposure) under worst case conditions of low 

temperature, low radon concentration (< 200 Bq/m3), high humidity; and high 

temperature, high radon concentration (> 600 Bq/m3), low humidity. 

Tracking Accuracy: Device reading shall be within ± 0.20 of chamber value (chamber 

value is defined as the mean radon concentration in the chamber during the period 

coinciding with the radon concentration averaging period of the device. 

Coefficient of Variation: ≤ 0.15 each for low and high radon concentration exposures  

Percent Non-Linearity (low to high Rn concentration): ≤ 15% 

Measurement or Dynamic Range: 20 to 7,400 Bq/m3 (minimum) 

Maximum Minimum Detectable Rn Concentration: ≤ 148 Bq/m3 (for a 1 hour 

measurement) 

NOTE: AC power variation and loss effects (for those devices which are AC-powered 

with battery back-up) shall also be assessed during chamber testing. 
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DATA STORAGE 

Storage Interval: ≤ 60 minutes 

Device must be able to store date and time-stamped average radon concentration (radon 

concentration must be averaged over a period ≤ 60 minutes) data in non-volatile 

memory. Data must be reviewable and downloadable. 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: 15 to 30°C (21°C typical) 

Relative Humidity: up to 75% non-condensing 

Barometric Pressure: 101.3 kPa 

STORAGE ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: 15 to 30°C (21°C typical) 

Relative Humidity: up to 75% non-condensing 
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Appendix III – Sample Performance Specifications (continued) 

Electret Ionization Chambers 

Device Description / Theory of Operation: 

Electret ionization chambers (EICs) feature an electrostatically (+) charged polymer disc, i.e, an 

electret, housed within a conductive plastic ionization chamber. During exposure, radon-bearing 

air enters the chamber through filtered openings which preclude the entry of thoron. Once inside 

the chamber, the radon undergoes alpha decay, producing negatively charged ions (electrons) 

which get attracted to the electret. Each electron hitting the electret causes it to slightly 

discharge. After the exposure is complete, the potential remaining on the electret is measured 

using a non-contact surface potential reader. The drop in potential (from start to end of 

exposure) is used to calculate the radon concentration during the exposure. 

EIC radon measurement sensitivity and exposure times are determined by the nature and 

thickness of the polymer used for the electrets, and by the volume of the ionization chamber. 

C-NRPP Recommended Application(s):

1. Long term (90 days to 1 year) indoor radon concentration measurement.

2. Short term (48 hours) real estate transaction measurement.

3. Short term (48 hours to 1 month) initial post-mitigation measurement (made during the

heating season).

MEASUREMENT (applies to each type combination of electret and ionization chamber) 

Listing Measurement Accuracy: Device Mean Error (DME) shall be within ± 0.20 of 

chamber value (2 – 30 days exposure) under worst case conditions of low temperature, 

low radon concentration (< 200 Bq/m3), high humidity; and high temperature, high radon 

concentration (> 600 Bq/m3), low humidity 

Coefficient of Variation: ≤ 0.15 each for low and high radon concentration exposures  

Percent Non-Linearity (low to high Rn concentration): ≤ 15% 

Minimum Detectable Exposure: this parameter varies for each electret/ionization 

chamber combination (to be provided by manufacturer) 

Minimum Detectable Rn Concentration: ≤ 37 Bq/m3@ manufacturer’s minimum 

recommended exposure period for the subject electret/ionization chamber combination 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: 15 to 30°C (21°C typical) 

Relative Humidity: up to 75% non-condensing 

Barometric Pressure: 101.3 kPa 

STORAGE ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature Range: 15 to 30°C (21°C typical) 

Relative Humidity: up to 75% non-condensing
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Abstract 

Throughout the United States, laboratories use different sampling methods (Direct Fill vs. 
Submerged Bottle), sample preparations (Simultaneous Drawing vs. Separate Drawing), scintillators 
(Mineral Oil vs. Opti-Fluor), and liquid scintillation counting assays (0-2000 keV vs. 130-700 keV) 
for analyzing radon in water.  We compared these variables on the recovery of radon from two 
“Proficiency Test (PT)” samples and four “Household Well Water” samples. The “130-700 keV” 
assay had significantly higher radon recovery than the “0-2000 keV” assay.  The Direct Fill sampling 
produced significantly lower results than the “Submerged Bottle” sampling.  “Simultaneous 
Drawing” of both scintillator and water sample yielded higher radon recovery than “Separate 
Drawing”.  “Mineral Oil” scintillator provided higher radon activity than “Opti-Fluor”.  However, in 
eight consecutive measurements of the PT samples at 60 days (full ingrowth) interval, “Mineral Oil” 
always overestimated the radon activity compared to the predicted/ assigned value, whereas “Opti-
Fluor” invariably produced results close to the predicted/assigned value. 

Introduction 

Both groundwater and surface water in parts of Georgia and South Carolina have long been 

known to contain various levels of radionuclides from three naturally occurring decay series 

headed by 
238

U, 
232

Th, and 
235

U (Cline et al., 1983; Hess et al., 1985; Zapecza and Szabo, 1988;

Coker and Olive, 1989). For example, Coker and Olive (1989) tested 90 wells in Georgia for 

radon (
222

Rn) and other radionuclides, and concluded that groundwater from the granite and

gneiss aquifers in the Piedmont physiographic province contained the highest average 

concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides. Likewise, Stone et al. (2002) found elevated 

levels of radium in drinking water in the “Piedmont and Coastal Plain Sandhills” regions and 

elevated uranium in water in the “Piedmont (and Blue Ridge)” region of South Carolina.  

Furthermore, Albertson (2003) reported activities of gross alpha, radium-226, and combined 

1This study was partially funded by The University of Georgia Radon Education Program which is supported by Georgia 

Department of Community Affairs through funding from State Indoor Radon Grants (SIRG) program of The United States 

Environmental Protection Agency, Region-4. It is an outcome of collaboration between The University of Georgia and The 

Laboratory of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry, Wadsworth Center, New York State Department of Health. 
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radium-226 plus radium-228 above the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 

corresponding drinking water Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL) in community water 

systems in the Piedmont, Blue Ridge, and parts of the Coastal Plain physiographic provinces of 

Georgia. Elevated uranium concentrations were also detected in drinking water in the Piedmont 

and Blue Ridge physiographic provinces (Albertson, 2003).  

In 2010, routine testing of private drinking water wells conducted at the University of Georgia’s 

(UGA) Agricultural and Environmental Services Laboratories (AESL) detected uranium at 

concentrations above EPA's MCL of 30 parts per billion (ppb). As of April 25, 2017, the total 

number of water samples tested for uranium was 1246. Of these, 150 had detectable amounts of 

uranium (above 10 ppb) with 64 being above the 30 ppb MCL. One of the wells tested as high as 

6297 ppb, which is more than 200 times greater than EPA's MCL. All 64 samples with uranium 

above the MCL were collected from the Piedmont Blue Ridge Regions above the “Fall Line”, 

which extends from Columbus in the west, Macon in the middle to Augusta in the east. The 

AESL developed a mapping program and made it available online for public use at: 

http://aesl.ces.uga.edu/water/map/.  Sonon et al. (2017) also showed that a high level of uranium 

in well water was often associated with high levels of radon in well water and in indoor air 

(measured in air by the homeowner). The geographical association of high uranium and radon 

results in the AESL database suggests that uranium, radon, and other radionuclides in deep wells 

originate predominantly from naturally occurring granitic bedrock located primarily in the 

Piedmont and Blue-Ridge (PBR) regions of Georgia, corroborating the observations of earlier 

investigators (Coker and Olive, 1989; Stone et al. 2002; Albertson, 2003).   

Exposure to radionuclides through drinking water could result in various public health concerns. 

In this context, alpha radiation from uranium, radium, and their progenies, including radon are 

particularly important. According to World Health Organization (WHO) when the gross-alpha 

(α) activity in drinking water exceeds 0.5 Bq/L (13.5 pCi/L) or gross-beta (β) activity exceeds 1 

Bq/L (27 pCi/L), radionuclide-specific activities should be analyzed and brought below the 

WHO guidance levels, which are 0.1 Bq/L for 
228

Ra; 1 Bq/L each for 
223–226

Ra, 
234

U, and 
235

U;

10 Bq/L for 
238

U; 100 Bq/L for 
222

Rn, and 15 μg/L (ppb) for total uranium (WHO 2004).

Ingested radionuclides could get absorbed into the blood stream and accumulate in specific 

tissues, bone, and organs causing damage to them or can be excreted out of the body 

(International Commission on Radiological Protection, 2007). Some examples in this regards 

are: 66% of absorbed uranium could be rapidly eliminated via urine, while the rest could be 

distributed and stored in the kidney (12–25%), bone (10–15%), and soft tissues (Wrenn et al., 

1985); radium could accumulate primarily in the bone (Wrenn et al., 1985). Ingested uranium 

primarily causes chemical toxicity, especially nephrotoxicity (Zamora et al., 1998; Zamora et al., 

2009), whereas ingested radium and radon could induce radiotoxicity leading to cancer (Wrenn 

et al., 1985). Ingested radon gas through drinking water diffuses into the stomach wall and can 

cause stomach cancer by irradiating stomach wall tissues (Hopke et al., 2000). In contrast, lung 

cancer due to inhaled radon from indoor air has been undisputedly established (Darby et al., 

2005).  

Interestingly, radon in a household water supply poses both inhalation and ingestion risks with 

most risk due to inhalation of radon released from the water into the indoor air during showering, 

laundering, etc. A very rough rule of thumb for estimating the contribution of radon in household 
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water to indoor air radon is that water with 10,000 pCi/L of radon contributes about 1 pCi/L to 

the level of radon in the indoor air. Based on a National Academy of Sciences report on radon in 

drinking water (NAS, 1999), it has been estimated that in the USA radon in drinking water 

causes about 168 cancer deaths per year, 89% from lung cancer caused by breathing in radon 

released from water, and 11% percent from stomach cancer caused by ingesting radon-

containing water (USEPA, 2012). 

From 2010 through 2013, the UGA Extension conducted a public education program, along with 

a half-price water testing service, to encourage well owners to test their waters for uranium. The 

intent was to expand the database to better understand the nature and extent of the problem, and 

increase public awareness in this regard. The program is still active but at a full price for the 

water test. People from Georgia counties with high uranium and radon in well water reported 

(Perry, 2013) to various agencies numerous health problems including cancer, kidney problems, 

autoimmune disorders, gastrointestinal symptoms, and neuropathy despite the apparent absence 

of any published report for the affected areas directly linking these contaminants and the reported 

illnesses. In August 2015, the AESL and the College of Family and Consumer Sciences of the 

UGA launched a new Radon in Household Water Testing and Education program in 

collaboration with the Laboratory of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry, New York State 

Department of Health. The EPA recommended Liquid Scintillation Counting (LSC) for 

analyzing of radon in water (Whittaker et al., 1989), which was subsequently approved in New 

York State by the Environmental Laboratory Approval Program (NYSDOH, 2007; Kitto et al., 

2008a). However, laboratories analyzing radon in drinking water across the USA follow different 

sampling methods (Direct Fill vs. Submerged Bottle), sample preparations (Simultaneous 

Drawing vs. Separate Drawing), scintillation fluids (Mineral Oil vs. Opti-Fluor), volume of water 

plus scintillator in the counting vial (8 mL and 8 mL vs. 10 mL and 10 mL combinations), 

mixing scintiallation fluid and water in the laboratory vs. on-site, and LSC assays (0-2000 keV 

vs. 130-700 keV). The advantages and disadvantages of these practices are yet to be fully 

evaluated to optimize the sampling and analysis conditions. Moreover, it has also remained 

unresolved as to whether presence of an air bubble in the water sample vial is acceptable or 

unacceptable. This paper reports the results of a study comparing these variables on the recovery 

of radon from two “Proficiency Test (PT)” samples and four “Household Well Water” samples.  

Methodology 

Water Samples 

We used two 
222

Rn in water “proficiency test (PT)” or standard samples designated as “Standard-

15” and “Standard-17” obtained from co-author Kitto and numerous samples from four 

household wells from Monroe County, Georgia. The four household wells included in this study 

are designated as “Well-1: 6090DFR”, “Well-2: 711JP”, “Well-3: 715JP”, and “Well-4: 578TR”. 

Three of these household well waters contained elevated levels of uranium. A prior analysis of 

the Well-6090DFR water revealed 629 ppb uranium, 3.8 pCi/L radium (
226

Ra plus 
228

Ra), and

79,000 pCi/L radon. The “Standard-15” and “Standard-17” are reusable radon-in-water standards 

as they were prepared using a 
226

Ra-loaded filter sandwiched in polyethylene sheeting (Kitto et

al., 2008b). At full ingrowth (>30 days), the 
222

Rn produced by the sandwiched 
226

Ra sources in

both “Standard-15” and “Standard-17” should be 4375 pCi/L at 100% emanation, but due to 

retardation by the polyethylene, produces only 3762 pCi/L at 86% emanation. Using these two 

standard water samples and four well water samples, we compared the seven variables 
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concerning sampling methods, sample preparations, scintillation fluids, volume of water plus 

scintillator in the counting vial, and LSC counting assays as described hereunder. 

1. Methods of sampling

We compared “Submerged Bottle” versus “Direct Fill” methods of sample collection. Two

samples were collected for each method. For the “Submerged Bottle” method (Figure (1)), water

was collected into a bowl by gently flowing down one side with minimal disturbance. Then the

entire sample bottle and lid were submerged under water in the bowl, opened, and filled.  The

water-filled bottle was capped while still under water and turned it upside down. If air bubbles

were present, the bottle was emptied and refilled again until air bubbles were no longer observed.

The procedure was repeated with the second bottle. For the “Direct Fill” method (Figure (2)),

gently flowing water was collected directly into the top opening of the sample bottle, carefully

avoiding turbulence. The bottle was allowed to gently overflow, forming a slight dome of water

at the opening. The bottle was promptly capped and checked for air bubbles by inverting bottle

and tapping gently. If air bubbles were present, the bottle was emptied and the filling procedure

repeated until air bubbles were no longer observed in the water sample. The procedure was

repeated with the second bottle.

2. Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) assays

Using a Tricarb 2910 Liquid Scintillation Counter (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) for counting

radon in water, we compared radon recovery from two different liquid scintillation counting

assays as presented in Table 1 below.

Table (1): The two different LSC assays compared in this study. 

Regions Assay-1  Assay-2 

Lower Limit 

(keV) 

Upper Limit 

(keV) 

Lower Limit 

(keV) 

Upper Limit 

(keV) 

A 0 2000 130 700 

B 0 2000 150 1800 

C 0 2000 0 2000 

The “Assay-1” is a full spectrum assay covering the whole range of energy with the region of 

interest (ROI) from 0 to 2000 keV.  In contrast, the “Assay-2” is limited within the ROI for 
222

Rn

from 130 to 700 keV, excluding the counts below 130 keV (which is indeed from 

“Bremsstrahlung” radiation). Cutting out the low-energy (below 130 keV) betas also reduces the 

Figure (1): Submerged bottle method 

of sampling. 
Figure (2): Direct-fill method of 

sampling. 

Figure 1. Submerged bottle 

method
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quenching and background.  The efficiency (cpm/dpm) in Assay-2 is 3.0 to 3.1 (or about 66% 

absolute efficiency for each alpha or beta emission).  

3. Prepared on-site versus in the laboratory

Here we compared two situations: (1) right after collection, the samples were injected underneath

the preloaded scintillator in the vial “on-site”; and (2) the collected samples were brought to

laboratory and then injected underneath the preloaded scintillator in the vial. A 10 mL scintillator

and 10 mL sample combination was used in both cases. We compared both “Mineral Oil” and

“Opti-Fluor” in combination with these two variables.

4. Type of scintillation fluids

We compared the efficacy of two different scintillation fluids namely, “Opti-Fluor” and “High

Efficiency Mineral Oil Scintillator” (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA), as both are recommended and

used for analyzing radon in water. “Opti-Fluor” used in this study is a benzene-based mixture of

high flash point and low volatility organic solvents that produced a background count rate of 15

cpm and 71% quench parameter, it is biodegradable. The “High Efficiency Mineral Oil

Scintillator” used in this study contains primarily white mineral oil (60-80%) and 1,2,4-

trimethylbenzene (20-40%), it is not biodegradable, with a background of 15 cpm and 107.5%

counting efficiency.

5. Volume of sample and scintillation fluid

We compared recovery of radon for two different preparations: “8 mL scintillation fluid and  8

mL sample” versus “10 mL scintillation fluid and 10 mL sample”. The volumes used by

analytical laboratories vary but must be identical to those used to standardize the Liquid

Scintillation Counter used for the analyses.

6. Methods of mixing the sample and scintillation fluid

We compared two different methods of mixing sample and scintillation fluid on the recovery of

radon. For the first method, called “Separate Drawing” (Figure (3)), the scintillation fluid (8 or

10 mL) was preloaded into the scintillation vial, and then the sample (8 mL or 10 mL) was

pipetted and injected underneath the scintillation fluid. The second method, called “Simultaneous

Figure (4): “Simultaneous Drawing” 

method. 
Figure (3): “Separate Drawing” 

method. 
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Drawing” (Figure (4)), had the scintillation fluid (8 mL or 10 mL) drawn into a pipette, then the 

water sample (8 mL or 10 mL) was drawn into the same pipette underneath the scintillation fluid 

and finally both sample and scintillation fluid was dispensed into the scintillation vial. The vials 

were capped immediately in both methods and shaken vigorously to expedite transfer of radon 

into the scintillation fluid. 

7. Effects of air bubble in the sample

After collection of samples with no air bubble, 0.5 mL of water was quickly withdrawn from a

set of samples collected from each of “Well-715JP” and “Well-578TR”. Another set of samples

were prepared withdrawing 1 mL of water in the same way. The vials were recapped

immediately after such withdrawal. The withdrawal of 0.5 or 1 mL of water created an air bubble

of either 0.5 cc or 1 mL thereby enabling us to study the effect of air bubble on radon counts in

these two wells. Simultaneous drawing of 10 mL of mineral oil and 10 mL water sample was

used to prepare the samples, which were then measured by assay-2 (130-700 keV).

Procedure for Testing Uranium in Well Waters 

Well water samples were preserved by addition of HNO3 to pH < 2 upon receipt and filtered 

prior to analysis when suspended solids appear excessive for passage through the ICP nebulizer.  

Uranium in the acidified-filtered samples was determined following the EPA Method 200.7 on 

an “ICP-AVOES” instrument; model “ARCOS FHE” (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments 

GmbH, Germany).  In this method, analysis of samples begins with introduction of the sample 

into the nebulizer/spray chamber where uniform droplets are swept via an argon gas stream into 

a high temperature plasma torch.  The power delivered by a radio frequency field is absorbed by 

atomic species in the sample inducing an electronic transition to a higher orbital.  Upon passage 

through this high energy field, the electrons ‘relax’ into more stable orbits by releasing the 

previously absorbed energy. Much of this released energy is measurable as light in the ultraviolet 

to visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The wavelength of the light emitted 

corresponds to a specific analyte, and it is 385.958 nm for uranium.  The intensity of the light 

emitted by uranium is positively correlated to concentration in the original sample, and thus the 

intensity is calibrated to indicate the concentration.  It is worth mentioning here that this method 

is appropriate for the simultaneous analysis of all analytes specified in EPA Method 200.7.  

Results and Discussion 
It is worth mentioning at the beginning of this section that the bars in all Figures presented and 

discussed hereafter represent the means (the main columns) and standard errors (the error bars) 

from replicated measurements (number of samples included in each case has been cited in each 

Figures). The standard error (SE) was calculated as: 

SE = SD ÷√n     (1) 

Where, SD = Standard deviation and n = number of samples included. 

It also worth noting that the values in the bars followed by same letter(s) do not differ 

significantly at 5% level of significance by t-test. 

Studies on the Well Water Sample 

1.Sampling method: Direct-Fill Method versus Submerged Bottle Method

Duplicate water samples were collected from four private well by both “Direct Fill” and

“Submerged Bottle” methods.  They were prepared in the laboratory by “Simultaneous Drawing”
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of 10 mL Opti-Fluor fluid and 10 mL sample, and then counted by “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”.  

As depicted in Figure (5), measured radon in “Direct Fill” sampling was significantly lower than 

that in “Submerged Bottle” sampling for all four wells. Such results suggest that the “Direct Fill” 

method of sampling is prone to a substantial loss of radon as compared to “Submerged Bottle” 

method.  It is also worth mentioning here that it is very difficult to collect a sample by “Direct 

Fill” without formation of an air bubble. Generally, it required several attempts to collect a 

bubble free sample. This method of sampling was dropped from our laboratory’s 

recommendation because it is troublesome and susceptible to substantial loss of radon during 

sampling.  

2. Liquid scintillation assays: “assay-1 (0-2000 keV)” versus “assay-2 (130-700 keV)”

Figure (6) shows the results of radon concentrations in the water sampled by the submerged

bottle method from well-6090DFR given by the two LSC assays, “Assay-1 (0-2000 keV)”

versus “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”.

Figure (6): Measured radon in a well water as affected by two different methods of sampling. 

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from four samples. 
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Figure (5): Measured radon in a well water as affected by two different methods of sampling. 

 Well-1: 6090DFR; Well-2: 711JPR; Well-3: 715JPR; Well-4: 578TR.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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The “Assay-2” gave significantly higher radon results than “Assay-1” regardless of scintillation 

fluid (Opti-fluor or mineral oil) or volume ratios of the scintillator : sample (10 mL : 10 mL or 8 

mL : 8 mL) used.  Thus, it is clear that exclusion of the low-energy portion (prior to 130 keV) 

with higher background and Bremsstrahlung radiation is a better way to analyze radon in water. 

Similar results were also obtained with the samples from the other three wells (data not shown 

for the sake of brevity). 

3. Sample preparation: onsite versus laboratory

Duplicate samples, collected by the “Submerged Bottle” method from each well, were prepared

onsite using 10 mL of mineral oil or Opti-fluor by “Separate Drawing”  (2 × 2  = 4 samples for

each of the four wells).  Another set of 4 samples for each well was collected by the same

method were brought to the laboratory and prepared in the same away using 10 mL of mineral

oil or Opti-fluor fluid in duplicate.  All of these 8 samples for each of the four wells were

counted on LSC by “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”. The results revealed that the radon concentration

in the samples prepared in the laboratory were in general significantly higher than those obtained

for the samples prepared on-site (Figure (7)) regardless of whether Opti-fluor or mineral oil was

used as the scintillator. The only exception where these two variables produced statistically

similar results was the samples from the well-711JPR prepared in mineral oil. Our results

suggest that radon is better retained in the scintillation fluids if the waters are injected under the

scintillation fluid in the laboratory rather than onsite. Such results may be due the fact that to

some extent longer time was elapsed keeping the vial exposed to air in case of on-site

preparation as compared to when it was done in the laboratory because preparation in the

laboratory was more convenient as compared to onsite.  This finding negates the general belief

that water sample for testing radon need to be mixed with scintillator on-site. The finding is

indeed favorable for practicality. Because the ordinary homeowners would most likely be unable

Figure (7): Measured radon in four well waters collected by “Submerged Bottle Method” 

when prepared onsite versus in the laboratory. 

 Well-1: 6090DFR; Well-2: 711JPR; Well-3: 715JPR; Well-4: 578TR.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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to inject the right amount of water sample under the scintillation fluid in the vial on-site in 

correct manner by themselves and it would expose them to the scintillation fluid.  

4. Effects of scintillation fluid type, volume of scintillation fluid and sample, and methods of

mixing

As depicted in Figure (8), for all four well waters, use of 10 mL mineral oil and 10 mL sample

resulted in significantly higher radon count rates than 10 mL Opti-fluor and 10 mL sample

regardless of the mixing methods (“Simultaneous Drawing” or “Separate Drawing”). Mineral oil

also yielded significantly higher radon count rates than Opti-fluor when 8 mL scintillator and 8

mL sample was used (data not shown).

The extraction of radon from water relies on the fact that radon is more soluble in organic 

solvents than in water. When added to water, the Opti-fluor scintillation fluid (emulsifying) 

initially forms a white emulsion, which should separate into two clear layers before counting to 

avoid the disruption of extraction and recovery of the radon and interference of water soluble 

radionuclides, such as radium, with radon counting. Mineral oil is more effective to bring about 

such desired separation into two distinct layers faster (Figure (9)). 

Figure (8): Measured radon levels in four well waters collected by the “Submerged Bottle Method” 

and prepared in the laboratory with 10 mL Scintillator and 10 mL Sample to compare: 

 Two different scintillation fluids: Mineral Oil versus Opti-Fluor.

 Two different preparation methods: Separate Drawing versus Simultaneous Drawing.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from 4 samples. 
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Figure 

(10): Measured radon levels in four well waters collected by the “Submerged Bottle Method” and 

prepared in the laboratory by simultaneous drawing of mineral oil and sample to compare: 

 Two different volume ratios of Sample: Scintillation Fluid, 8 mL : 8 mL versus 10 mL : 10

mL.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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Figure (9a): Sample and Fluid (Opti-Fluor 

and Mineral Oil) at 3 hours after mixing.  
Figure (9b): Sample and Fluid (Opti-Fluor 

and Mineral Oil) at 5 hours after mixing.  

Figure (9c): Sample and Fluid (Opti-Fluor 

and Mineral Oil) at 68 hours after mixing. 
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Figure (10) shows that with simultaneous drawing, 10 mL mineral oil and 10 mL sample resulted 

in significantly higher radon count rates (i.e., counts per unit volume of water) than 8 mL 

mineral oil and 8 mL sample for all four well waters. With separate drawing of mineral oil and 

sample similar results were obtained with regards to the effects of these two different volume 

ratios (data not shown). Furthermore, use of 10 mL Opti-fluor and 10 mL sample also gave 

significantly higher radon counts rates than 8 mL Opti-fluor and 8 mL regardless of simultaneous 

or separate drawing (Figure (11)). 

The simultaneous drawing of scintillator and the sample in the same pipette yielded significantly 

higher radon count rates than their separate drawing regardless of whether mineral oil (Figure 

(8)) or Opti-fluor (Figure (11)) was the scintillator and whether the volume ratios of the 

scintillator : sample was  10 mL : 10 mL or 8 mL : 8 mL. Such results suggest that some radon 

escaped, probably into the headspace of the pipette, when done as a “Separate Drawing. 

5. Temporal variation of radon concentration in the same well

When the same three wells were sampled and analyzed on two different dates (28 May, 2016 and

16 June, 2016), we obtained remarkably different radon concentrations for the two different

dates in any given wells (Figure (12)). Such results suggest that temporal variation in radon

concentration in the well waters is significant and should be duly considered for determining the

actual overall exposure of the household members.

Figure (11): Measured radon levels in the Well-6090DFR collected by the “Submerged Bottle 

Method” and prepared in the laboratory with Opti-fluor to compare: 

 Two different volume ratios of Sample : Scintillation Fluid, 8 mL : 8 mL versus 10 mL : 10

mL.

 Two different preparation methods: Separate Drawing versus Simultaneous Drawing.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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Figure (12): Measured radon levels in three well waters collected by the “Submerged Bottle Method” 

and prepared in the laboratory by simultaneous drawing of Opti-fluor and sample to compare: 

 Two different dates of sampling in a given well.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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Figure (13): Measured radon levels in two well waters collected by the “Submerged Bottle Method” 

and prepared in the laboratory by simultaneous drawing of 10 mL mineral oil and 10 mL sample to 

compare: 

 Presence versus absence of air bubble.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from duplicate samples. 
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6. Effects of air bubble in the sample

The negative effect of air bubble was paramount. As shown in Figure (13), the presence of air

bubble gave significantly lower radon counts than when air bubble was absent. This effect was

greater as the size of the air bubble was larger. As an example, the well-578TR with 108,027

pCi/L radon, a 1 cm
3
 air bubble reduced the radon count by 24,508 pCi/L. It is well known that

there could be 4 times as much radon in the air bubble as it would be in an equal volume of

water. Thus, for a 22 mL vial used in this study, 1 mL water would contain radon equivalent to

4910 pCi/L for the well-578TR. Therefore, a 1 cm
3
 bubble could cause a theoretical loss of

19,640 pCi/L. However, the measured loss (24,508 pCi/L) was to some extent higher than this

theoretical loss. Based on this study, a sample with an air bubble must be rejected even though

some literature has reported an insignificant effect of an air bubble on the recovery of radon in

water.

Studies on the Standard Samples 

The assigned known concentration of radon in both “Standard-15” and “Standard-17” is 3840 

pCi/L with the lower and upper acceptance limits of 2880 (~75% of the known) and 4800 

(~125% of the known) pCi/L, respectively (Kitto et al, 2008b).  As depicted in Figure (14), the 

assay-1(0-2000 keV) gave unacceptably lower radon counts (2,451-2,532 pCi/L) than that 

(4,150-5,133 pCi/L) given by assay-2 (130-700 keV) for both Standard-15 and Standard-17 

regardless of using mineral oil or Opti-fluor and simultaneous or separate drawing.  The results 

Figure (14): Measured radon levels after 60 d ingrowth in the proficiency testing 

standard samples received from New York State Department of Health to compare: 

 Two different LSC assays: 0-2000 keV versus 130-700 kev.

 Two different scintillation fluids: Mineral Oil versus Opti-Fluor.

 Two different preparation methods: Separate Drawing versus Simultaneous

Drawing.

Note: Each bar represents the mean and standard error from 8 consecutive 

measurements carried out at 60 days interval. 
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further show that when measured using assay-2 (130-700 keV), use of “mineral oil” gave higher 

radon activity than “Opti-fluor” (Figure (14)), just as we observed with the well waters (Figure 

(8)). However, “simultaneous drawing” gave radon counts statistically identical as “separate 

drawing” (Figure )14)) for the standard samples despite the fact that “simultaneous drawing” 

gave significantly higher radon counts than “separate drawing” for the well water samples 

(Figure (8)). Such variable results may be related to the fact that the radon concentrations in the 

four well waters (21,453-108,027 pCi/L) were much higher than that in the standard samples 

(4,150-5,133 pCi/L). However, it worth noting that “mineral oil” grossly overestimated the radon 

activity (5090 and 5133 pCi/L) as compared to their predicted or assigned value (3840 pCi/L).  

Figure (15) plots the detailed results of the 8 consecutive radon measurements carried out at 60 

day intervals at the University of Georgia (UGA) laboratory using LSC assays and compare 

these results with those reported by other laboratories across the United States using various 

methods. The x-axis represents the various laboratories in the US. The y-axis is the other 

laboratories in the nation (Kitto, 2008b) and plotted in ascending order. The data points 

corresponding to x-axis values 23-94 are the values obtained in the UGA laboratory by 4 

different sample processing (mineral oil and Opti-fluor in combination with simultaneous and  

separate drawings: 2 × 2 =4). The blue-filled circles are the results obtained from the assay-2 

(130-700 keV ROI), whereas the red-filled circles are the results obtained from the assay-1 (0-

200 keV ROI). 

As depicted in Figure (15), all results generated by the assay-1 (0-2000 keV ROI) were lower 

than the lower limit of acceptance, which means they all failed. Among the results generated by 

assay-2 (130-700 keV), the data points for the samples prepared in “mineral oil” were mostly 

higher than the upper limit of acceptance, which means they also failed in most cases. In sharp 

contrast, all results from Opti-fluor are acceptable, and at least half of them were very close to 

the true value. Therefore, the assay-1 (0-2000 kev ROI) with both mineral oil and Opti-fluor can 

grossly underestimate the actual radon concentration, and with assay-2 (130-700 keV ROI), 

mineral oil can over-estimate the radon concentration, thus both of these should be avoided. 

Uranium concentration 

Out of the four wells, three wells (Well-6090DFR, Well-715JP, and Well-578TR) had uranium 

concentration much higher than the EPA’s drinking water MCL (Table 2). The uranium level in 

the Well-711JP was below the MCL. However, all of the four study wells had radon 

concentrations much higher than the EPA-proposed MCL of 300 pCi/L as well as the proposed 

alternate MCL (AMCL) of 4000 pCi/L. Furthermore, the radon concentrations followed the same 

trend as the uranium concentrations in the wells. Nevertheless, it is important to note here that 

despite there was no concern about the uranium concentration (22.6 ppb) in the well-711JP, it 

contained well over 20,000 pCi/L radon. Therefore, using uranium concentration over 30 ppb as 

a trigger for recommending test for radon in well water remains questionable. We also noticed 

temporal variation in the uranium concentration in the well-6090DFR and well-578TR. Such  

variation was significant in the case of well-578TR (1,549 ppb in June, 2001 versus 4,939 ppb in 

June, 2016) 
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Figure (15): Radon levels in the NYDOH proficiency testing standard samples in 8 consecutive measurements at University of Georgia 

laboratory to compare: 

 Two different LSC assays: 0-2000 keV versus 130-700 kev.

 Two different scintillation fluids: mineral oil versus opti-fluor.

 UGA laboratory results by LSC with the other results from different laboratories across the United States generated by various

methods.
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Table (2). Concentration of uranium in the four wells. 

Well Date 

Uranium 

Conc. (ppb)‡ Sampler Date 

 Uranium 

Conc. (ppb) 

Well-6090DFR 3 Mar 2016
†

   542 U. Saha 14 June, 2011
§

629 

Well-711JP 20 Jun 2016
†

        22.6 D. Lynch

Well-715JP 16 June 2016
†

   407 U. Saha

Well-578TR 16 Jun 2016
†

4,939 U. Saha 15-June, 2011
§

1,549 
†
Sampled and analyzed as part of this study. 

‡
EPA’s MCL for drinking water is 30 ppb.

§
Voluntary submission by the well owner.  

Conclusions 

 Direct-fill method is susceptible to significant loss of radon gas; so the submerged bottle

method should be used.

 The assay-2 (130-700 keV) based on the region of interest for radon is better than the

assay-2 based on a full spectrum (0-2000 keV) analysis.

 An air bubble in a sample results in significant loss of radon gas, and such loss becomes

greater as the size of the air bubbles becomes larger.

 Mineral oil generally gives higher radon count rates than Opti-fluor. But the results of the

two proficiency or standard samples showed that mineral oil clearly overestimates the

actual radon concentration whereas Opti-fluor always gave the results close to the

predicted or assigned value. As a scintillator for radon in water, it is widely believed that

mineral oil is a better scintillator for radon than Opti-fuor. But our results show that the

opposite is indeed true.

 A 10 mL scintillator and 10 sample combination is better than 8 mL scintillator and 8 mL

sample combination for a liquid scintillation cocktail.

 Separate drawing of scintillator and sample may result in significant loss of radon, so

simultaneous drawing should be adopted when laboratories use open pipettes. However,

this effect may be insignificant if a closed-top (no headspace) sampling syringe is used.

 Mixing scintillator and sample in the laboratory is better than doing making the cocktail

on-site for both better results and practicality of testing radon in private well waters.

 There were noticeable temporal variations in both radon and uranium concentrations in

the study wells.

 Use of uranium concentration over 30 ppb (the MCL of uranium in drinking water) as a

trigger for recommending test for radon in well water remains questionable because there

may be safe level of uranium but unsafe level of radon, and vice versa in a given well

water.
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Abstract 
The variability and uncertainty of underground radon migration makes it difficult to predict 
which homes will accumulate significant radon concentrations, and which ones will not.  As part 
of a long-term effort to better understand underground movement of this gas, cave environments 
have been adopted as a laboratory for study.  Vertical shafts are a common feature of cave 
morphology, and the ability to produce a depth profile of radon activity in these shafts is of 
interest.  This paper provides a detailed presentation of the development of sampling 
methodology to permit mapping of radon activity as a function of shaft height using E-PERM 
sensors, and then reviews subsequent efforts to improve the quality of the experimental data 
obtained. 

Introduction 
A research program in progress at Knox College has been measuring cave radon activity and 
correlating it to environmental factors inside and outside the caves.  Whereas cave radon 
measurements are an interesting subject for study, from a broader perspective caves serve as 
model systems that allow probing the mysterious realm of underground radon movement, which 
is a vital link in the chain of events from the formation of radon to its accumulation in indoor 
spaces.  The group has explored both the use of continuous radon monitors (CRM, Welch, 2015) 
and electret ionization chambers (EIC, Welch, 2016) as sensors for in-cave measurements.  Cave 
radon activity has proven to be a complex entity, as the activity varies over time and with 
location within the caves.  The temporal variation time scale has been demonstrated in some cave 
locations to be quite short (Welch, 2016), and as a result whenever comparisons of radon activity 
at different cave locations are desired, the sensors for the differing locations being compared 
need to be run concurrently to negate any time variations. 

Most of the in-cave work to date has placed the sensors on elevated ledges and mud/sand banks 
naturally present in the passage to minimize the risk of sensor exposure to water.  In some cases, 
tripods and other artificial implements have been used to create a dry sampling location in spots 
that otherwise lacked one.  This has worked successfully, but for a large multi-sensor study, it 
becomes logistically difficult to transport both the sensors and their tripods for each station.  One 
significant feature of cave morphology is that cave formation is not strictly two-dimensional in 
nature, but often involves vertical offsets that are typically referred to as pits, domes, or shafts, 
depending on whether they are encountered by the caver at the top (pits, shafts) or the bottom 
(domes, shafts).  These features involve dissolution of the bedrock by aggressive groundwater 
that is following a line of weakness in the rock (Palmer, 2007).  The resulting features range in 
size from a body length to 603 meters height/depth (Gulden, 2017), and often embody gateways 
that represent transitions between very different regions of a cave and very different types of 
passages. 
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It is desirable to be able to probe a vertical shaft for radon activity, because collecting data points 
only at the top and the bottom of such a shaft provides insufficient detail to fully understand the 
radon movement in these spaces.  Most cave shafts lack ledges and floors at intermediate 
heights, so development of techniques to measure radon in “mid-air” were needed.  For method 
development, the entry shaft of Kemling Cave was selected as a model system (Figure (1)).   

Figure (1):  Profile view of the Kemling Cave entry shaft, looking north.  Height 7.19 meters.  
Sketch by Ed Klausner. 

This cave lies near Dubuque, IA, and has 3.51 kilometers of surveyed passages (Klausner, 2017).  
The entrance pit drops vertically 7.19 meters to a floor, where horizontal passage opens as a 
crawlway that leads toward the rest of the cave.  Given the location of the cave, and that the pit is 
at the cave entrance, it provided easy access for implementation of experiments, and the presence 
of an extension ladder within the pit eliminated the necessity of time-consuming ropework while 
performing the study.  Once an apparatus was developed that functioned well in the Kemling 
entrance pit, the aim was to show that the apparatus could subsequently be adapted for pits 
deeper in the cave.  Although indoor use was in general outside the realm of the ongoing study, 
one might imagine that someone might have an interest in producing a depth profile within a 
building while probing the oft-cited “stack effect” (Cothern, 1987).   

Given that the study had a goal of utilizing the depth-profiling apparatus for things beyond the 
model system, the equipment first and foremost had to be flexible in capability.  Underground 
vertical shafts vary in depth, so the ability to customize the height of the apparatus was crucial.  
If the depth-profiling apparatus was to be used in cave locations remote from the entrance, it had 
to be composed of parts capable of being broken down into compact components that could be 
transported through stoops, crawls, and climbs, preferably in backpacks.  Anything to be used in 
the cave had to be fairly robust, as it would be exposed to mud, water, and high airborne 
particulate burden, while being bumped and contused during transport.  Given that the apparatus 
would feature multiple sensors running concurrently, the sensors had to be relatively inexpensive 
to stay within budget constraints.  Past experience has shown that the measured radon activities 
seen in Kemling Cave span from 0 to greater than 1000 pCi/L.  As such, the sensors for the 
depth-profiling apparatus needed to be flexible enough to allow low uncertainty measurements 
regardless of radon levels and experimental duration.   

EIC units appeared to be a good fit for the sensor portion of the depth-profiling apparatus.  CRM 
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units can adapt to the cave environment (Welch, 2015), but the need for multiple sensors and the 
high cost of CRMs prevented their use.  Depending on the configuration, the EIC units cost $50-
$150 each.  EIC units had proven robust enough for in-cave applications (Welch, 2016) and were 
compact enough for multiples to be transported by a single caver.  EIC sensitivity was a function 
of the choice of chamber and electret.  The sensitivity was proportional to chamber volume, so 
the 210-ml S chambers were 3.6 times as sensitive as the 58-ml L-OO chambers (Kotrappa, 
1981).  ST electrets were designed for short-term experiments, and therefore were more sensitive 
by 13 times than the LT electrets, which were designed for long-term experiments (George, 
2011).  By informed choice of the chamber and the electret, one could properly customize a set 
of EIC sensors for the radon activity present and the experiment duration being planned.  
However, knowledge of the radon activity in advance was guesswork at best, and it was 
therefore nice to have some flexibility in choice of experimental duration to compensate.  Proper 
selection of the EIC yielded results with low uncertainty (Welch, 2016), which was needed when 
comparing multiple sensors within a single experiment.  The superstructure of the apparatus that 
was to hold the EIC sensors needed to address the list of desires as well, in particular needing to 
be inexpensive, easily transported, and flexible enough to allow implementation in pits of 
differing depths and to allow different depth intervals for data collection. 

Materials 
E-PERM EIC sensors consisted of an electret of either the short-term [ST] or long-term [LT]
variety, and a chamber of either the H, S, or L-OO variety, all from Rad Elec Inc.  Electret
voltages were measured with a SPER-1E electret voltage reader (Rad Elec Inc.).  Calculations
were done with the WinSper software Version 2.3.21 (Rad Elec Inc.) or with Radon Report
Manager software Version 3.8.44 (Rad Elec Inc.).   Background gamma radiation exposure was
evaluated with the Model 2 Gamma Ray Dosimeter manipulated with the Model 909B charger
from Arrow-Tech.  Temporal measurements of radon activity were measured using Radon Scout
Plus continuous radon monitors and Radon Vision software Version 6.0.7 (Rad Elec Inc.).

The depth-profiling apparatus will hereafter be referred to as a “radon tower”.  The integral 
components of the tower are depicted in Figure (2).  It became clear early on that to be able to 
span any kind of vertical interval, the radon tower needed to be suspended from anchor points on 
the top of the tower that could support the tower weight, plus those of any attached sensors.  A 
1.3-cm (½-inch) diameter aluminum rod was suspended across the pit as a crossbar.  Obviously, 
very wide pits were ruled out with this type of anchor.  If spanning the top of the pit was not 
workable, it would be possible to drill bolts in the wall and construct an anchor for the crossbar.  
The aluminum crossbar was inserted through a 1.3-cm (½-inch) ID PVC tee and then clamps 
were used to keep the tee from moving laterally.  Schedule 80 PVC threaded risers (or nipples) 
could then be threaded into the tee, and with the application of couplers, additional risers could 
be added to the radon tower to customize its height.  Risers of 45.7 cm (18 in) length proved to 
be optimum, as they were the longest pieces that easily fit into a standard caving backpack; 30.5 
cm (12 in) and 61.0 cm (24 in) pieces were used on occasion as well.  Hollow PVC pieces were 
relatively light, and they also proved easy to clean when soiled with cave mud.  Flexibility in the 
sampling depth interval was gained by drilling holes at multiple levels in each PVC riser, and by 
the ability to insert “spacer” risers that had no mounted sensors in between the “sample” risers 
that did have sensors.  Eyebolts were threaded through the holes in the PVC risers, and then kept 
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         Figure (2):  Segments of the radon tower. 

in place with wing nuts. Mini-carabiners (7.6 cm length) were threaded through the eye of the 
eyebolts.  These could suspend an L-OO chamber from the hole in the on-off slider (see Figure 
(3A)).  The S chambers had a mounting loop on the top; a 2.5-cm keyring was threaded through 
the loop, and then the combination could be suspended from the mini-carabiners hanging from 
the eyebolts (Figure (3B)).  Although the L-OO chambers could be suspended from their slider, 
it should be noted that this required the sensor be detached from the mounting whenever it was 
switched between on and off, and that this, coupled with the need to detach the clip or pin that 
kept the slider in place, led to an awkward and time-consuming switching process.  When in the 
dark, cold, muddy cave environment, while climbing to reach a sensor partway up the radon 
tower, this was not ideal.  Switching the S chamber electrets between on and off while they were 
suspended from the radon tower was simple and straightforward. 

Results and Discussion 
Experimental Phase I 
For the Kemling Cave entrance pit model system, a 2-meter crossbar was ideal, as it easily 
suspended the radon tower from the stone walls lining the pit.  The tower configuration chosen 
for the model system was to use thirteen of the 45.7-cm PVC risers, each holding a single 
eyebolt, with a single 61.0-cm piece at the bottom sporting two eyebolts top and bottom.  An 
additional sensor was typically placed on the floor of the pit just below the lowest riser, yielding 
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Figure (3):  Suspending the E-PERM sensors from the radon tower.  A) L-OO chamber, B) S 
chamber, C) H chamber. 

a set of sixteen measurements spread throughout the height of the shaft.  As noted above, the E-
PERM sensors were configured with S chambers to take advantage of their hook for hanging 
on the tower, and their easily-operated on/off switch.  The radon tower structure was constructed 
first, followed by hanging of the E-PERM sensors on the corresponding eyebolt while all were 
in their off position.  Once the sensors were all hung, they were turned on (opened) and the times 
recorded as quickly as possible to minimize the difference in time duration values within the 
sensor set.  When ending the experiment, the sensors were all turned off (closed) and times 
recorded in as short a time span as possible.  Then the experimental apparatus was dismantled.  
The “before” and “after” voltages on the electrets were interrogated in the climate-controlled 
laboratory after at least eight hours of residence time.  This permitted the electrets to completely 
equilibrate to the laboratory temperature, which was done to avoid the deleterious impact of 
having a temperature difference for the two readings (Welch, 2016).   

Trial IA, the initial radon tower experiment in the model system, was undertaken in September 
2012.  Only one sensor was placed on the bottom PVC riser for this trial, in contrast to 
subsequent trials.  Numerous radon readings had been taken at the bottom of the Kemling entry 
shaft prior to this experiment, and they had typically yielded over 100 pCi/L.  Expecting this type 
of activity for the experiment, the less-sensitive LT electrets were chosen for this trial, coupled 
with a 24- hour experiment duration.  The depth profile found is shown in Figure (4).  Despite 
the expectation of high radon, almost all of the sensors showed minimal activity.  The cave 
presumably was in a phase where it was inhaling air from the surface.  As such, the entry shaft 
was flushed with surface air containing almost no radon, and extremely low activities were 
found.  Compounding the problem, given the selection of the less-sensitive LT electrets, the very 

A B C 
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small voltage changes that resulted from the low radon activities produced very large relative 
uncertainties for the measurement (Welch, 2016) – for many of the depths the absolute 
uncertainty was higher than the radon activity itself.   Finally, there appeared to be a couple of 
outliers in the set (not obvious in Figure (4), but obvious when the Trial IA is plotted by itself 
and autoscaled), which had no plausible explanation given the site and the experiment other than 
poor measurement.  Overall, the data derived from the trial was a disappointment.  However, the 
radon tower did work as planned, and the finding that minimal radon inhabited the Kemling 
entry shaft was of some value, but nothing of interest could be derived from comparing activities 
at different depths. 

             Figure (4):  Phase I, S chamber radon towers 

Improvement was sought in two subsequent 24-hour trials, IB and IC, which were run back-to-
back on consecutive days.  For these, a preliminary radon activity measurement was made within 
the shaft, and the high value measured informed the decision to deploy LT electrets with S 
chambers, as in Trial IA.  Trial IC immediately followed Trial IB, with the only difference being 
that the top of the shaft was covered with a plastic tarpaulin to block air exchange.  Although a 
hermetic seal could not be expected, the tarpaulin cover was designed to minimize the impact of 
inhaling/exhaling cave airflow and the high variability associated with transitions between these 
states.  The tarpaulin also blocked cave entry or exit of the bats that were living within the cave, 
but given the time of year (November-December), the bats were in hibernation and did not need 
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to leave the cave during the experiment.  Outcomes for Trials IB and IC are also shown on 
Figure (4). Although the absolute uncertainties were much larger than those seen in the initial 
trial, the relative uncertainties were considerably smaller (IA=122.0%, IB=9.7%, IC=7.7%).  The 
radon activities were higher in Trial IC with the sealed shaft than in IB, in otherwise duplicate 
conditions.  This could be due to minimizing the inhalation of low-radon surface air, which 
seemed a certain contributor to the difference seen at -0.23 m, but given the high radon 
variability seen in prior studies in this location (Welch, 2016), it was impossible to clearly 
conclude that the difference was due to the shaft-sealing as opposed to just a normal variation.  
Outliers were again present in both trials, with a particularly bad one seen in Trial IB at -3.00 
meters.   

One particularly interesting finding can be derived from the data in Figure (4).  Trial IB had a 
rather unusual feature whereby two of the lowest radon activities within the set were observed 
for the bottom two points (-6.81 m and -7.19 m) collected in the shaft, whereas the next point 
upward (-6.32 m) jumped to a considerably higher activity, in fact one of the highest values 
found in the trial.  For Trial IC, the -6.32 m data point was also large -- so high as to suggest that 
it was an outlier.  The two points below were again much smaller than the -6.32 m value, but 
they were not low compared to the balance of the data from trial.  As can be seen in Figure (1), 
the ceiling of the passage leading to the bulk of the cave takes off at the bottom of the entry shaft 
at very close to the -6.32 m level.  Cold surface weather was experienced during Trials IB and 
IC:  the average surface temperature for Trial IB was 4.0 ºC, while the average surface 
temperature for Trial IC was 2.9 ºC (Weather Underground, 2017).  Once beyond the entrance 
area, caves in general feature air temperatures that correlate with the mean year-round 
temperature on the surface above the cave (Palmer, 2007).  This group has measured the 
temperature deep inside Kemling Cave multiple times, and have found values in the range of 
10.3-11.4 ºC.  So the surface air temperature was considerably colder than the cave air 
throughout Trials IB and IC.  It has been noted that caves commonly inhale and exhale air 
through their entrances.  For a single-entrance cave, these processes cannot proceed 
uninterrupted for extended periods, as they would produce a pressure rise or drop in the cave, 
which would tend to counteract the airflow pattern.  However, concurrent bidirectional airflow 
can occur via a single cave entrance – i.e. simultaneous inhaling and exhaling (Senger, 1977).  
This type of flow has the advantage that it would not cause a pressure change within a single-
entrance cave if the flow volumes in each direction were similar.  Bidirectional flow is borne out 
from the bottom three points in Trial IB.  As the cave inhaled, the cold, dense surface air dropped 
to the bottom of the shaft.  Compared to the less-dense cave air, the inhaled surface air stayed 
along the floor when entering the bulk of the cave, leading to lowered radon activity at this depth 
strata.  The cave air was enriched in radon, and when exhaled to balance the inhalation flow, its 
low density had it being exhaled along the roof of the passage, where it encountered the -6.32 m 
sensor, resulting in the elevated reading.  When the top of the shaft was covered with a tarpaulin 
in Trial IC, the sensors along the shaft floor did not read such a low radon activity; there was still 
colder air in the entry shaft, but inhalation of outside, radon-poor air was limited.  The -6.32 m 
radon activity was still much higher though, suggesting that bidirectional airflow still existed 
despite the tarpaulin over the entrance – it presumably just cycled around inside the cave rather 
than involving the outside air. 
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Revamping the Experimental Approach 

The Phase I trials confirmed that the practice of using the radon tower was working in general, 
but there was a sense that the data that it yielded had not been optimized.  In particular, the trials 
contained outliers in the data set, and there was the general perception that the precision of the 
collected data was not yet to the point that the radon activities at different depths could be 
compared to one another with confidence. A plan was made to revise the approach to the radon 
tower experiment with an eye toward improving precision and reducing outliers, using the same 
model system as before.  Looking ahead, once better performance could be achieved for the 
model system, the plan was to test the system in a more remote location inside Kemling Cave, 
and to also demonstrate that the radon tower could be deployed for indoor use.   

Three strategies to potentially improve performance were identified as things to test on the model 
system with a radon tower in Phase II.  First of all, the phenomenon of the cave inhaling and 
exhaling was known to exacerbate the rapid variation in radon activity observed near the 
entrance to the cave.  The Trial IC approach of placing a tarpaulin over the cave entry did show 
evidence of limiting exchange of cave air with surface air, but it also suggested that the entry 
shaft was still impacted by air currents coming from within the cave.  By adding a second 
tarpaulin at the bottom of the Kemling entry shaft, it was hoped that a more isolated model 
system could be produced, less influenced by the vagaries of the cave winds.  This was done for 
all Phase II model system trials.  Secondly, the known high temporal variability of radon activity 
in this location (Welch, 2016) seemed problematic for producing precise measurements.  Prior 
work found it unlikely that the radon activity near the Kemling entrance shaft would remain 
anywhere close to constant during a 24-hour experimental duration.  If the time window for 
sampling were decreased, could this lead to more uniform radon activity during the experiment, 
permitting greater output precision?  This could be tested by adapting a more sensitive E-
PERM sensor configuration.  Finally, the issue of outliers within the data set was to be tackled 
by collecting replicate measurements at each depth, producing a data set rather than a single 
reading.  Given the high variability in radon activity, the replicate measurements had to be made 
concurrently for this approach to work. 

Experimental Phase II 
Making the E-PERM sensors more sensitive could easily be accomplished by switching from 
the LT electrets used in Phase I to the ST electrets, which were 13 times more sensitive.  
Inquiries with the vendor determined that no other, more sensitive electrets were being sold.  
However, selection of the EIC chamber also impacted sensitivity, with signal rising in proportion 
to the volume of the chamber.  S chambers had been used in Phase I, and no larger chambers 
were in house.  A chat with the vendor revealed that they sold a larger chamber called the H 
chamber (Kotrappa, 2009), and we were loaned some demonstration models to evaluate them.  
The H chambers had a volume of 960 ml, making them 4.6 times more sensitive than the S 
chambers.  This was an advantage in seeking a shorter time window for a radon tower 
experiment, but it would be a limitation in terms of the transportability of the tower when 
needing to carry multiple sensors.  Given the size and the number of H chambers available, the 
strategy of taking replicate readings at each depth could not be pursued.  The H chambers also 
had no on/off switch nor any kind of hook that could be used to connect them to the radon tower.  
The vendor suggested (Stieff, 2017) that the H chambers could be mounted on the radon tower 
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by using plastic mesh bags of the sort used in the fruit department of a supermarket, which were 
adapted for use successfully (see Figure (3C)).  Given that the Kemling entry shaft was easily 
accessible, this meant:  A) the size of the H chambers would be manageable for tests, and B) the 
lack of an on/off switch, while still a concern, could have its impact minimized.  The ST electrets 
were always installed on the surface above the cave, such that the chamber was initially filled 
with outside air.  Although the sensors were technically in the on position once the electret was 
in place, the few minutes in the radon-poor surface air were gauged to have only a small impact 
on the output.  The clock was started on the experiment at the point each E-PERM was taken 
into the cave, and installation of the electrets on the tower was done as rapidly as possible.  At 
the termination of the experiment, all of the sensors were taken to the surface quickly.  Since the 
chambers were presumably full of radon-rich cave air, the electrets were still accumulating signal 
even after they were removed from the cave.  The end time for the trial was recorded when the 
electret was removed from the chamber and capped, and this operation was also done with haste. 

Figure (5):  Phase II, H chamber radon towers. 

Three trials, IIA through IIC, were run with the H chambers on the model system, with outcomes 
shown in Figure (5).  Trial IIA was an 8-hour trial using H chambers and ST electrets.  The 
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tarpaulins were installed immediately before commencement of the trial.  Due to the time frame 
of the experiment being during daylight hours, there was no concern of preventing bats from 
exiting the cave.  Due to time pressure, a preliminary measurement of radon in the system was 
not made, and unfortunately the sealed shaft held very low-radon air for the trial, which limited 
the precision of the output since the voltage change was small.  Subsequent trials IIB and IIC 
were informed by preliminary measurements, and both yielded better output.  Trial IIB was an 8-
hour trial that spanned the daylight hours.  Unfortunately, despite the shorter time window, the 
radon level still varied considerably during that time (see Figure (6)).  Trial IIC was a short trial 
of circa 2 hours in duration, timed to run when the radon was at a high level, allowing the short 
experiment to provide sufficient change in voltage to minimize uncertainty.  Both IIB and IIC 
did not have any obvious outliers, and the precision was considered good but not great.  The lack 
of an on/off switch was perceived as a real limitation.  There was always a degree of uncertainty 
knowing an appropriate value for the start and stop times, and even if the start times were 
measured well, the extreme sensitivity of the sensor coupled with the time needed to undertake 
the start and stop operations lacking an on/off switch caused problems.  The sensors were being 
stopped when radon activity was much higher than when they were started (see Figure (6)), so a 
few extra minutes spent in the high-radon conditions at the end of the trial could greatly bias the 
overall integrated average.  Although the H chamber radon towers appear to be a serviceable 
approach, to really pursue high precision data it was felt that the development of an on/off switch 
was needed.  This will be the subject of future work, prior to more attempts to deploy H chamber 
radon towers. 

Figure (6):  Radon change over time during Trial IIB. 
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This left testing of the replicate-measurement strategy as a means to pursue greater output 
precision.  Trial IID was designed to place duplicate sensors at each depth on the radon tower.  H 
chambers were clearly unsatisfactory for this approach given insufficient supply, their large size, 
and the lack of an on/off switch -- a problem that would be exacerbated by a trial featuring twice 
as many sensors to manipulate.  So S chambers and ST electrets were the order of the day.  The 
mini-carabiner mounting of the S chambers adapted well to duplicates, as both could be 
suspended from the same eyebolt at the same time.  Given the configuration and prior data, a 24 
hour duration was selected for trial IID.  Since this time frame would be problematic for the bats 
residing in the cave, the tarpaulin coverings at shaft top and bottom were modified to allow 
installation of a 30.5 cm (12 in) diameter flexible duct pipe from top to bottom, permitting the 
bats to exit and enter the cave while still providing a sealed system inside the shaft for the radon 
measurements.  Ultrasound sensors confirmed that the bats were successfully using the duct pipe 
prior to its utilization in this trial. 

Figure (7):  Trial IID data, duplicate sensor trial. 
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A preliminary measurement of radon activity was made just prior to Trial IID, but while good in 
the short term, it underestimated the activity during the bulk of the trial, and as such large 
electret voltage changes were ultimately registered.  Although this ensured low relative 
uncertainties for the measurements, it also consumed a larger portion of the electret capacity than 
intended.  This made for an expensive experiment, and led to some of the electret voltages being 
depleted to below 200 V, where the response became non-linear (Welch, 2016).  However, a 
logarithmic fitting algorithm has recently been developed (Kotrappa, 2013), which allows good 
fit for electret voltages down to 100V.  This algorithm was not available with the WinSper 
software which had been in use, so a switch was made to the Radon Report Manager software for 
this and subsequent trials, which did utilize the logarithmic fit.  Figure (7) shows both the raw 
radon activities and the averages for each depth on the tower using the duplicate sensor 
approach.  Only a single sensor was deployed at the lowest depth due to an experimental 
oversight.  The average produced what looked to be improved precision, but it was marred by an 
outlier at -5.36 m.  The raw data for this height show that one of the two sensors generated a 
value fairly consistent with the rest of the set, but the other sensor measured an excessively high  

Figure (8):  Trial IIE, triplicate sensor trial. 
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value.  However, there was no noteworthy problem with the sensor that could explain its  
excessively high value, meaning that other than arbitrary caprice, there was no way to throw out 
this point and use the remaining value to represent this depth. 

With the experience of the duplicate sensor trial IID and the outlier in mind, a further 
modification was sought by moving to triplicate data points at each height.  While fitting the 
“more is better” mantra when measuring a central tendency of a statistical set, the biggest factor 
supporting this move was that with a data set of three values it became possible to run standard 
statistical tests to reject an outlying data point.  Trial IIE was a triplicate sensor trial, run with S 
chambers and ST electrets as a 6-hour experiment to reduce the voltage changes and the expense.  
This also meant that installation of the duct pipe “bat tunnel” was not needed due to the daytime 
execution of the experiment.  Figure (8) shows both the raw data and the depth average for trial 
IIE.  It is evident that both of the lowest tower heights have a single outlier in the set, and that 
even when the three trials were averaged that the outliers still biased the value for that height.  
Two standard statistical tests common in analytical chemistry were applied to the sets containing 
the apparent outliers, the Q-test (Dean, 1951) at the standard 90% confidence level (Fritz, 1987), 
and the Grubbs Test (Grubbs, 1969) at the standard 95% confidence level (Harris, 2016).  Both 
approaches concluded that both outliers could be rejected at these confidence levels.  After 
removal of these data points, the resulting corrected averages for the two lowest depths were 
added as purple “+” icons in Figure (8).  With the corrected averages, Trial IIE produced what 
looked to be the best performance seen for a radon tower.  Although the theoretical depth profile 
has not been completely developed, it was clear that the theoretical change in radon activity with 
depth, for the scale of these experiments, will be small.  As a result, it was felt that a rough 
estimate of trial precision could be made by calculating the relative standard deviation of the 
entire data set from each tower.  Table (1) summarizes the relative standard deviations for all of 
the trials run on the model system with the entry shaft sealed; this information confirms the 
superiority of the triplicate S-chamber approach. 

Table (1):  Relative standard deviations for all trials on the model system with a 
sealed entry shaft. 

Trial Chamber Electret Multiplicity Comment RSD% 

IIA H ST 1 96.0 
IIB H ST 1 13.5 
IIC H ST 1 9.52 
IID S ST 2 all data 19.7 
IID S ST 2 average 14.9 
IIE S ST 3 all data 27.7 
IIE S ST 3 average 16.9 
IIE S ST 3 after stat tests 5.30 

Feeling comfortable with the performance of the triplicate S-chamber tower, this same approach 
was then adapted to both an indoor trial and a trial much deeper in Kemling Cave.  Obviously, 
not every building is laid out to allow such a radon tower to be installed, but the presence of a 
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stairwell allowed deployment of such an experiment in the chemistry wing of the Science and 
Math Center at Knox College (see Figure (9)).  The crossbar was placed on a landing between 
floors and thirteen 45.7-cm PVC riser segments suspended down the stairwell.  Access to 
hang/switch E-PERM sensors in the middle of the tower was enabled by a stepladder.  ST 
electrets were utilized for a 38-hour experiment, with the outcome shown in Figure (10).  No 
significant outliers were observed, so the Figure (10) averages are derived from all data points 
for the trial.  Since the indoor locale for the test was a highly ventilated chemistry wing, the 
radon levels were low as would be expected.  Thus, the radon tower appeared clearly feasible for 
indoor use.   

Finally, a triplicate S-chamber radon tower was broken into components, then transported and 
constructed at a location circa 250 meters inside Kemling Cave, near the “Leap of Faith” over 
the Grand Canyon Passage.  To reach this spot, some walking, some stooping, some crawling, 
and some chimneying (climbing off the floor wedged between the side walls) were all required.  
The PVC risers of the tower fit into a single caving backpack, the E-PERM sensors fit into two 

           Figure (9):  Indoor radon tower. Figure (10):  Indoor triplicate sensor trial. 
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5-gallon buckets (hard sides for better shock resistance compared to a backpack), and the
crossbar was carried separately (see Figure (11)).  The crossbar was wedged between limestone
pockets at the top of the canyon, and a tower with ten 45.7-cm PVC risers constructed, extending
close to the floor of the passage at this point (Figure (12)).  Access to most of the sensors was via
chimneying the walls – typically one person did the chimneying to the level needed, and the
other person lowered sensors in clusters of three to their counterpart.  The cave was open for this
2.5-hour trial (i.e. no tarpaulins) using ST electrets.  Figure (13) shows the depth averages for
this experiment, with no points being statistically rejected.  The results were intriguing, with the
obvious inflection point at -1.57 meters.  The -1.57 meter sensor set is the one directly below the
lowest one that can be seen in Figure (12); it would hang roughly at foot-level for the person
shown in the figure.  The location of the radon tower was at the junction of a North-South
passage and an East-West passage, with North being to the left in Figure (12).  The floor of the
East-West passage coincides approximately with the maxima of the radon activity, whereas the
North-South Passage extends down to the base of the radon tower.  There are clearly some
interesting airflow patterns in this complex passage area.

Figure (11):  Kemling Cave internal radon              Figure (12):  Kemling Cave internal radon 
   Tower components ready for transport.  tower construction. 

5-gallon buckets holding E-PERM Sensors

Pack holding PVC risers and 
couplers 

Standard cave pack 
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             Figure (13):  Deep cave triplicate sensor trial. 

Conclusions 
A radon tower is a viable approach to producing a depth profile of radon activity in a cave shaft, 
allowing experimentalists to map radon levels and the air patterns that impact them.  The tower 
needs to be suspended from above, and a mechanism needed to access the different heights of the 
tower.  This is done most easily by wedging a crossbar across of the top of the shaft and hanging 
the apparatus from that, but it would be possible to drill a bolt anchor if the crossbar approach 
was out of the question.  Access to the sensors on the tower is most easily done with ladder or 
climbing, but could be accomplished by rappelling/ascending a rope suspended down the shaft, 
as this approach is a common caving technique.  By applying very sensitive EIC sensors, one can 
shrink the time frame of the experiment.  This is helpful as it increases the chances of avoiding 
the normal radon activity fluctuations seen in caves, and it also increases the chances that the 
experiment can be accomplished in a short time frame.  Although H chambers work with a radon 
tower, it was felt that the development of an on/off switch for the E-PERM sensors containing 
these electrets was necessary to achieve high precision work.  Radon towers using triplicate S 
chambers have produced the best data seen to date.  Work is in progress to take experimental 
data from such a tower collected in the Kemling entry shaft model system and to then compare 
that with a theoretical function predicting the change in radon activity as a function of depth.  
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Triplicate sensor trials will require more expense for consumable (electret) and non-consumable 
(chamber) items, and they also require carrying of greater loads to deploy such a tower deep in a 
cave.  Nevertheless, a trial was set up 250 meters inside Kemling Cave and a data set collected 
by a 2-person team in a single day.    
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